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Abstract—The rapid and accurate identification and diagnosis of anomalies are a fundamental step for management of today’s high speed and multiservice networks. This paper presents a model for anomaly detection based on the application of BLGBA model to characterize the traffic, on three levels of sensibility alarms and on the correlation of multiples SNMP objects. The obtained results validate the experiment and show significant improvement in networks management. The main contributions of this work are: (i) case studies for traffic characterization of network servers using BLGBA model and DSNS; (ii) a model for anomaly detection; (iii) several tests of the model using real data in four network servers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer networks are of vital importance nowadays for modern society, comparable to essential services like piped water, electricity and telephone. Its functionality cannot be interrupted due to its importance for the people that use its services. In this context, the automation of the network management becomes fundamental for reducing costs, avoiding performance bottlenecks and early detection of network failures [6][15].

The determination of network normal behavior is an important step to detect traffic anomalies [12]. In this work, we use the DSNS (Digital Signature of Network Segment) generated by BLGBA (Baseline for Automatic Backbone Management) model for traffic characterization. The DSNS can be defined as the set of basic information that shows the traffic profile in a server or segment of the network. This profile is raised through minimum and maximum thresholds of volume of traffic, quantity of errors, and types of protocols and services that flow through this server or segment along the day. This profile can also be defined as the baseline of the network server or segment.

In order to make the management decisions on problems that might be happening in the network more reliable and safer, it is necessary to obtain close to real forecast of traffic characteristics of the segments that make up the network backbone at a given instant.

Also, the traffic characterization is important for the security management of the network. The use of the DSNS can offer more precise information related to traffic behavior. The anticipated knowledge of traffic characteristics of a given segment or server is directly related to the profile of its use and this information can be used to identify anomalies, thus reducing network downtime and increasing network reliability [1][10][13][15].

The anomaly detection techniques known as profile-based or statistical-based do not require any previous knowledge about the nature and properties of the anomalies to be detected. Their main advantages are the effectiveness in detecting unknown anomalies and the easiness to adapt to new environments. The detection is accomplished by searching for significant behavior changes in the real traffic that are not coherent with the previously established profile for the network normal behavior [6][16][18].

The definition of which events represent an anomaly and therefore must be reported to the network administrators is still an open question [1][7][14]. These events can be characterized as a physical or a logical failure that can lead to the interruption or degradation of the service offered to the end user [16].

Roughan et al. [13] observed that some detected anomalies, despite not being informed in the systems’ logs, needed to be reported to the network administrators. These events show a large variation in the behavior of the monitored data. Lakhina et al. [7] proposed that an event doesn’t need to cause large disturbance in the network to be considered an anomaly. By causing even a small degradation in the service offered to the end user is enough to mark the event as an anomaly and justify its notification to the system administrator.

An important resource to be used in anomalies detection is the monitoring of different SNMP objects, trying to correlate the results obtained from the analysis performed for each one.
of these objects. Each one of them offers a particular perspective of the problem. After the correlation these perspectives converge for a single notification containing the additional information useful to the network administrator. Besides, the correlation causes a reduction of the amount of notifications generated [3][17].

The anomaly detection model proposed in this work uses only data collected from MIB-II (Management Information Base) through SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol), both standards for IP network management, in order to perform measurements of network traffic levels. The system doesn’t require packet or flow instrumentation, thus. Our contribution is a lightweight and suitable approach to detect volume anomalies, based on management standards like SNMP and MIB-II, on the comparison of the real traffic to the DSNS performed through heuristics in a hysteresis interval and on the later alarm correlation performed according a unique rule. The idea is to notify the network administrator only about the events that really present some risk to the services reliability.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss related work. In section 3 we describe case studies for traffic characterization of network servers using DSNS and BLGBA model. In section 4 we describe our model for anomaly detection and present some initial results. Finally, in section 5, we present conclusions and suggestions for future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

Barford et al. [1] propose the application of signal analysis for the detection of several kinds of anomalies. The use of wavelet filters allows the separation of the signal into groups with different characteristics. From this approach the author verified, as we have done, that the network traffic presents very clear cycles with periods that vary on a daily or weekly basis.

Lakhina et al. [7] propose a technique to diagnose anomalies. This diagnostic includes, besides anomaly detection which is defined as a simple indication that the network is experiencing problems, the identification of the anomalies, which means the determination of the real location of the source of the events pointed as anomalous.

Wu et al. [18] characterize the normal traffic operation pattern through the factorial analysis. This statistical procedure allows the translation of large data sets into a smaller set of common factors. The anomalies are detected through the calculation of the Mahalanobis distance, which is applied to compare the factors that translate the normal traffic behavior with the real traffic found in the network. The results presented by the author are related to the detection of attacks and security issues of the information that travels on the monitored network.

Roughan et al. [13] assumed a simple approach to decrease the number of false alarms with the use of two data sources: the SNMP management protocol and the BGP routing protocol. Based on the premise that the false alarms found in the two data sources are not related, i.e., are not simultaneous, the system generates alarms only when it finds behavior deviations in the two data sources for the same situation. In our work, an anomaly is detected only when simultaneous alarms happen for more than one SNMP object in the same period of time.

Thottan et al. [16] point to the importance of monitoring and successful characterization of several SNMP objects, considering that each of them can respond to several kinds of anomalies. The paper suggests that an important condition for the anomaly detection is that an SNMP object can respond to more than one anomaly and several objects can be sensible to a single anomaly. The use of appropriate sets of SNMP objects and the relationship among these objects were pointed as success factors in anomaly detection. Wu et al. [19] also worked on anomaly detection using SNMP objects and correlation among them, but they focused on security issues. In this work, we search for making the correlation of several SNMP objects analysis aiming to improve anomaly detection.

Hajjí [4] presents a proposal of a baseline for automatic detection of network anomalies that uses asymptotic distribution of the difference between successive estimates of a network traffic model. However, Hajjí’s model assumes that the training data is pure, i.e., with no anomalies. In the case of the model presented in this paper, the baseline is based on real data gathered from the network segment or server.

III. TRAFFIC CHARACTERIZATION: BLGBA MODEL AND DSNS

Our model for anomaly detection is focused on DSNS (Digital Signature of Network Segment) generated by BLGBA (Baseline for Automatic Backbone Management) model. The BLGBA model and the DSNS it generates were both proposed in [11]. The main purpose to be achieved with the construction of the DSNS is the traffic characterization of the segment or server that it refers to. This characterization should reflect normal behavior expected for the traffic along the day.

For the generation of the DSNS was used the BLGBA model, which was developed based on statistical analyses. The BLGBA model is used to perform analyses for each second of the day, each day of the week, respecting the exact moment of the collection, second by second for twenty-four hours, preserving the characteristics of the traffic based on the time variations along the day.

The BLGBA algorithm is based on a variation in the calculation of mode, which takes the frequencies of the underlying classes as well as the frequency of the modal class into consideration. The calculation takes the distribution of the elements in frequencies, based on the difference between the greatest $G_{aj}$ and the smallest $S_{aj}$ element of the sample, using only 5 classes. This difference divided by five forms the amplitude $h$ between the classes, $h = (G_{aj} - S_{aj})/5$. Then, the limits of each $L_{ck}$ class are obtained. They are calculated by $L_{ck} = S_{aj} + h*k$, where $Ck$ represents the $k$ class ($k = 1...5$).
The proposal for the calculation of the DSNS of each $Bl_i$ second has the purpose of obtaining the element that represents 80% of the analyzed samples. The $Bl_i$ will be defined as the greatest element inserted in class with accumulated frequency equal or greater than 80%. The purpose is to obtain the element that would be above most samples, respecting the limit of 80%.

Two types of DSNS were created, one called $bl-7$ which consists of seven DSNS files, one for each day of the week, and the other one called $bl-3$ which consists of three DSNS files, one for the workdays from Monday to Friday, one for Saturday and another one for Sunday. The choice for generating the DSNS separating the workdays of the week from Saturday and Sunday, was in order to minimize the margin of error in the final result, concerning the alterations in the volume of traffic that occur between the workdays and the other days.

A. Case Studies for BLGBA Model and DSNS

The data gathered by the GBA (Automatic Backbone Management) tool since 2003 up to the present were used for the tests and validation of our studies. This data concerning to the last three years was considered an important sample, characterized by periods of winter and summer vacation as well as holidays which contributed to the tests and validations of the ideas presented in this work. The analyzed data are related to the network segments and servers with traffic.
TCP/IP based on Ethernet and ATM with LAN Emulation of State University of Londrina (UEL). We analyzed the following objects that belong to the MIB-II [9]: quantity of input and output of octets (ifInOctets, ifOutOctets), the number of IP datagrams received (ipInReceives) and the total number of TCP segments received from networks interfaces (tcpInSegs). The tests were carried out in the following segments and servers:

1. The first one which is called $S_1$. It is the firewall of State University of Londrina (UEL) networks and gathers traffic of approximately 3000 computers to Internet;
2. The second one which is called $S_2$. It is the main Web server of UEL;
3. The third one which is called $S_3$. It is the Proxy server of UEL and interconnects all of 3000 computers of UEL network to Internet;
4. The fourth one which is called segment $S_4$. It is responsible for interconnecting the ATM router to the others backbone segments of UEL networks and gathers traffic of approximately 3000 computers.

Several analytical tests had been carried out aiming to evaluate the reliability of the DSNS in relation to the real movement. We carried out tests from January 2003 to December 2005 using:

- Visual analysis of graphics containing the DSNS and its respective daily movement. As can be seen in figure 1, we found a good adjustment between the predicted (baseline/DSNS) and the real movement (reading);
- Linear Regression [5]: The results demonstrate a high correlation and adjustment between the movement that occurred in the days in relation to its DSNS;
- Test purposed by Bland & Altman [2]: Referred to the analysis of deviations occurred between the DSNS and the real movement. 95% of the deviations/errors observed during all days from January 2003 to December 2005, in servers $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$ are between the required limits of $d \pm 2 \times s$, where $d$ is the mean and $s$ is the standard deviations of the differences between the DSNS and real movement. The reliability of the BLGBA model was confirmed;
- Hurst parameter (H): Carried out for the real movement and the DSNS generated by the BLGBA, using the statistical methods Variance-time, Local Whittle and Periodogram [8]. The analysis confirmed that the traffic is self-similar and the DSNS is also self-similar, however presenting a lower Hurst parameter. In most of the cases, these tests also allow us to notice that in segments with lower number of computers, the Hurst parameter presents a lower rate, between 0.6 and 0.7 and in segments with great aggregated traffic like the $S_4$ and $S_1$, it presents a rate between 0.8 and 1.0. Its utilization makes possible the evaluation of the DSNS quality in segments of different burstiness, indicating that the greater the burstiness of the segment, the bigger the Hurst parameter and the better the characterization shown by the DSNS, and the lower the burstiness of the segment, the smaller the Hurst parameter and worse the results shown by the DSNS. These results are corroborated by the other tests utilized to validate the DSNS that also indicate an increase of the DSNS quality in segments with a higher burstiness;
- Residual analysis [5]: The results showed that the BLGBA is a good model for predicting the traffic for analyzed segments and servers;

Figure 1 illustrates in the form of a histogram the daily movement of the server $S_1$, and their respective DSNS. Figure 1 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) shows the workdays using SNMP object ifInOctets and figure 1 (f), (g), (h), (i) and (j) for SNMP object ipInReceives concerning to a week of October 2004.

We came to the following conclusions with the results of our experiences with traffic characterization of network servers:

1. In [11] the DSNS generated by BLGBA model was used for monitoring network switches and one router. In this work we utilize the DSNS to analyze network servers and one router. The SNMP objects analyzed in [11] were ifInOctets and ifOutOctets. In this work we analyze ifInOctets, ifOutOctets, ipInReceives and tcpInSegs. Here, we can conclude that the DSNS generated by BLGBA model is also applicable to these SNMP objects and for network servers. The obtained results show the validity of the BLGBA model for the generation of the DSNS, bearing in mind the performed analyses and the comparison with the real movement that occurred;
2. The DSNS is influenced by time factors which, in this case, are related to the working day that starts at 8:00 a.m. and finishes at 10:00 p.m.;
3. For the Web server $S_2$ and Proxy server $S_4$ it was performed the traffic characterization for the objects ifInOctets, ifOutOctets, ipInReceives and tcpInSegs. It was observed, in each server, that the DSNS and the real movement for the objects being monitored present results that are numerically different, considering the nature of each object, but that, otherwise, show a visually similar movement;
4. For $S_3$, UEL’s router and $S_4$, UEL’s firewall, the characterization was performed with the objects ifInOctets, ifOutOctets and ipInReceives. These network servers do not establish network.
The alarms are generated by the Multilevel Alarms Module only if the three following rules are broken simultaneously:

- **Rule 1:** the analyzed sample is higher or lower than the superior or inferior thresholds established in the DSNS. In (1), sample read is represented by \( x \) and DSNS threshold is represented by \( y \).
- **Rule 2:** the analyzed sample is higher or lower than the previous sample that broke rule 1 within the interval \( t \). In (1), previous sample is represented by \( v \).
- **Rule 3:** the quantity of samples that broke rules 1 and 2 is higher than \( \delta \). In (1), this quantity of samples is represented by \( z \).

\[
(\forall x)(P(x, y) \land Q(x, t) \land P(x, v) \land P(z, \delta)) \rightarrow x \in A \quad (1)
\]

In (1), the alarms' generation algorithm is showed as a predicate logic formula. The predicate \( P(a,b) \) is true if \( a>b \) and the predicate \( Q(a,t) \) is true if the timestamp of sample \( a \) is contained within the time interval \( t \). Finally, \( A \) is the set of real samples for which alarms were generated.

Rule number 3 was included in order to prevent excessive number of alarms occasioned by momentary bursts. The tests showed a relation which is inversely proportional to \( \delta \) with respect to the quantity of alarms generated. In other words, the bigger the \( \delta \), the smaller will be the quantity of generated alarms. After several analyses, it was noticed that an acceptable value for the relation of alarms and problems that occurred implied in a \( \delta \) equal to 130, 260 or 390, considering an interval of hysteresis of 5, 10 or 15 minutes. Figure 3 presents the automaton of the algorithm implemented for the three rules described above that compose the alarm system used for anomaly detection.

After implementation of the mechanism of hysteresis that forecasts the use of the \( \delta \) accumulator for the generation of alarms, it was possible to notice the occurrence of a very small number of alarms per day, signaling effectively that something different was happening in the analyzed segment or server at that moment.

The Correlation Module receives information from the Multilevel Alarm Module. Its goal is to promote the correlation among alarms that occur within the same hysteresis interval and in different SNMP objects. Our approach for correlation is based on the similarity presented by the behavior of the monitored SNMP objects, that belong to three different MIB-II groups: interface, ip and tcp. An anomaly will be detected and notified if the total number of alarms generated for different objects in the same time interval be equal or higher than two.

Figure 4 presents the automaton for correlation system used by ADGBA. It is important to observe that in figure 4 the transition from state 8 to state 9 shows the application of spatial correlation and the transition from state 9 to 11 shows the application of temporal correlation.
Figure 2 – Reference model for ADGBA

Figure 3 - Automaton for Multilevel Alarms Module using DSNS and the real movement.
A. Tests and Results for ADGBA System

Aiming to evaluate the effectiveness of ADGBA system, real data gathered in the State University of Londrina network environment since 2003 up to the present were used. The results obtained from these experiments are presented in this section.

In figures 5 and 6 are shown histograms of the daily mean of alarms that were generated by Multilevel Alarms Module from July to December 2004 in Web server \( S_2 \) and Proxy server \( S_1 \) for ifInOctets, ipInReceives and tcpInSegs objects. These figures show the daily mean of alarms yellow, red and black for many objects in the same server. It can be observed that the averages of alarms generated for different objects in the same server are quite similar, what suggests that they were generated for the same events. Thus, there is a correlation between the behavior of SNMP objects in the servers when they face anomalies.

In figure 7 is showed an example of situation at Proxy server \( S_1 \) in 11/5/2004, where we can see 23 yellow alarms, 9 red and 6 black for ipInReceives object and 16 yellow alarms, 9 red and 3 black for tcpInSegs object. In this example we can observe that a great difference between the real movement and DSNS occurred in all analyzed SNMP objects, which was informed by ADGBA as an anomaly. The differences are greater than 100% and occur simultaneously in different objects, indicating the occurrence of an anomalous state that had to be noticed by network administrator.

In figure 8 presents an example of a Web server \( S_2 \) state of operation, which happened in 12/1/2004, where it is possible to observe the occurrence of yellow, red and black alarms for the objects ifInOctets, ipInReceives and tcpInSegs, showing an operation in disagreement with the normal expected state. The number of alarms is not equal for all the objects and sensitivity levels, however, they do occur in the same hysteresis interval and suggest the simultaneous occurrence of an abnormality in the objects being analyzed. All the alarms, which were generated by Multilevel Alarms Module, converged to a unique and more complete anomaly notification, which were generated by the Correlation Module.

Tables I, II, III and IV present a summary of the daily mean of yellow, red and black alarms and anomaly notifications generated in the analyzed servers during six months. The anomalies column is only accounted when it was observed alarms in more than one object being analyzed. It’s important to notice that only a small quantity of anomaly notifications with respect to the daily mean number of alarms was observed. Thus, the correlation of alarms allows that a great number of alarms converge to a small number of anomaly notifications, decreasing the volume of notifications sent to the network administrator without losing accuracy on the detection.

Figure 9 presents a histogram of all occurrences of anomalies and of yellow, red and black alarms for the objects ipInReceives and tcpInSegs during September, 2004 in server \( S_3 \). It is possible to verify the occurrence of alarms for different objects and see that only 7 anomalies occurred during days 9, 12, 16, 21, 23, 26 and 30.

It was observed that the same objects in different servers presented diverse behaviors with respect to the anomalous events. For instance, the object ifInOctets presented a large sensitivity to variations in the traffic with respect to the DSNS in the Firewall server \( S_1 \), while in router \( S_4 \) a smaller sensitivity was observed. Now considering object ipInReceives, the opposite result was observed with the same servers. With respect to the servers that establish TCP connections with network clients, like servers \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \), the behaviors of these SNMP objects were similar.

The results obtained for the objects ipInReceives and tcpInSegs were very similar for the servers \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \). We believe that these results are due to their need for TCP connections.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a contribution related to the automatic generation of Digital Signature of Network Segment (DSNS) for network servers, which constitutes itself into an important mechanism for the characterization of the traffic of the analyzed servers, through thresholds that reflect the real expectation about the volume of traffic respecting the time characteristics along the day and the week.

With our experiences realized we can conclude that, apart from the behavior of the traffic of the Ethernet networks being random, self-similar and extremely influenced by the quantity of bursts, which intensify as the number of hosts connected to the segment increase, as shown in [8], the BLGBA model chosen for the characterization of the DSNS showed to be viable for the characterization of the traffic in backbone segments and servers that concentrate the traffic of a great number of hosts.

With the use of graphs such as the ones shown in figure 1 including information of the Digital Signature of Network Segment (DSNS), generated by the BLGBA model, and the daily movement, a better control in the segments follow-up was obtained.

Another contribution is the anomaly detection system ADGBA, which uses the DSNS and a Multilevel Alarms Module integrated with a Correlation Module to detect anomalies in a rapid and accurate way. The ADGBA makes it possible for the network administrator to be informed through notifications, at the exact moment a significant difference related to the expected traffic and the DSNS was found out.

Future works include the creation of a multiparametric model for anomaly detection aiming to find and locate the origin of anomaly in the network backbone. The key idea is to detect and localize the problem quickly in order to avoid network disrupt and reducing downtime.
Figure 4 – Automaton for Correlation Module.

Figure 5 – Six month alarms mean for Web Server \( S_2 \).

Figure 6 – Six month alarms mean for Proxy Server \( S_3 \).
Figure 7 – Anomaly situation in Proxy server $S_1$ and alarms generated.

Figure 8 – Anomaly situation in Web server $S_2$ and alarms generated.
Figure 9 – Alarms and anomalies occurred in September 2004 for server S3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>DAILY MEAN OF ALARMS AND ANOMALY NOTIFICATIONS FOR SERVER S1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>8.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>7.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>DAILY MEAN OF ALARMS AND ANOMALY NOTIFICATIONS FOR SERVER S2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>5.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
<th>DAILY MEAN OF ALARMS AND ANOMALY NOTIFICATIONS FOR SERVER S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
<th>DAILY MEAN OF ALARMS AND ANOMALY NOTIFICATIONS FOR SERVER S4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>6.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>13.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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